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Liquid Deicing Sprayers - Brine Makers



Why VSI?
VSI consists of some of the most knowledgeable people in the liquid deicing industry.  What 
began in 2014 as a way to offer a unique service in the snow removal industry has grown 
into the most technologically advanced liquid deicing manufacturing company in the USA.  
With years of R&D in each Minnesota Winter, we now offer you, not only the best equipment, 
but also the real world knowledge to help you succeed with your liquid deicing program.
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Legacy 305
Our compact, pickup bed sprayer.  The most popular
unit in our Legacy Series.  It is controlled completely
wirelessly via the VSI Spray Control app.  The VSI
Pile Driver Boom allows for up to 30’ of coverage
and the ability to operate three sections from your
finger tips.

Legacy 500+
Our larger truck mounted sprayers in the Legacy 
Series consist of a 500, 750, 1000, and 1600.  With 
increased size, comes increased efficiency.  These 
units are also controlled wirelessly.

The Legacy Automated Power Bundle is a unit that 
can be connected to any size tank.  This is often 
used to create spray rigs that carry more than 1600 
gallons of liquid.
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Legacy Brine Maker
 
The Legacy Brine Maker is the heart of a liquid deicing program.  This unit operates off 220
single phase power.  It is made from stainless steel, which results in long lasting performance 
and corrosion resistance.  There is an electronic salinity meter built in to this unit, which can 
be viewed wirelessly on the VSI Spray Control app.

Legacy Sidewalk Slayer
Designed specifically for sidewalk crews.  This unit is great for filling up snowrators or other sidewalk 
equipment.  It holds 200 gallons and has a 50’ electric hose reel for spraying sidewalks by hand.
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Genesis 
Brine Buddy
 
This brine maker is designed for those looking
to begin their journey with liquid deicing.
With this unit, you can make brine almost
anywhere as long as you have an outlet
or generator available.

Genesis
Push Pal

 
The ultimate walk behind sprayer.  Interchangeable 
5 gallon jugs allow you to prepare as much liquid as 
needed for every storm.  It has a compact design and 
is much lighter than competing models, which allows 
this unit to be transported with ease.
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Genesis 305E  -  Genesis 500E

Genesis 305E
 

This is VSI’s entry level pickup truck sprayer.  It holds 305 gallons, is
wired to the battery of the vehicle, and has an 84” single lane spray boom.

At a lower price point, this unit is perfect for starting your liquid deicing journey.

Genesis 500E
 
With 500 gallons of capacity, this unit is the largest entry level sprayer we 
offer.  With the same features of the Genesis 305E, this unit is ideal for 
larger flatbed or dump box trucks.



Genesis Power Bundle E  -  Genesis Sidewalk Slayer E

Genesis Power Bundle E
The Genesis Power Bundle E is our most versatile
Genesis Series sprayer.  It is designed to connect to 
your own tote or tank, allowing for any size sprayer or 
tote combination.  This unit comes with an 84” spray 
boom and a 50’ spring rewind hose reel.

Genesis
Sidewalk Slayer E

 
This is the premium electric sidewalk and Snowrator support unit.  It comes with a 1” 
fill line so you can quickly refill your sidewalk units throughout the entire storm.  This 
unit also has a 50’ spring rewind hose reel for spraying sidewalks and entryways.
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